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Introduction.
The world and economy as we know it, is changing and
crypto currencies are becoming more familiar, accepted
and trusted part of our lives.
Unlike paper money, crypto can’t be printed and is not
controlled by central banks, corrupt politicians, or business
oligarchs.
Crypto currencies are decentralized, driven by the people,
independent and operate in the free open market without
intervention and manipulation.
As we move to a dual world of money and digital
currencies, we are on a mission to empower and connect a
global drinks community, through BEER Token, a new
crypto asset that is low cost, sustainable and grounded by
the most secure and advanced blockchain technology in
Stellar Networks.
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Why BEER.
Thanks to Ninkasi, BEER is truly the nectar of the Gods, one
of the oldest and most widely consumed drinks in the
world, alongside water, coffee, tea and wine.
BEER is loved for its representation of reward, fun,
mateship, family, friends, and future, and reminds us of the
people, places, and things we love in life, the moments we
savor and company we enjoy.
BEER has gone from a humble drink, to a retail commodity,
to a global category, now we're turning BEER into an interplanetary digital crypto currency in Stellar BEER Token.
We’re connecting people and business with crypto, one
BEER Token at a time.
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What is
Stellar Networks.
Stellar is a fast and secure universal network for trading,
saving, spending and sending digital money.
Stellar powers BEER Token and many other tokens, and
makes it possible to create, send, and trade digital
representations of all forms of money; from dollars,
pounds, bitcoins, tokens, pretty much anything at a fraction
of the cost compared to traditional options.
Stellar Network is designed so all the financial systems can
work together on a single network.
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Our Vision of the
Future.
BEER Tokens are a vision of the future crypto economy, a
fun and familiar digital currency for the food, alcohol,
entertainment, leisure, and gaming industries.
As verified Stellar assets, available across the network, BEER
Tokens are tradeable digital assets that can be exchanged
for value and used for things like payments, rewards,
loyalty programs, donations, fundraising and more,
anywhere on the planet.
BEER Tokens can be transferred across the world through
the Stellar network in seconds, without any banks or
middleman, and costs less than a few cents per transaction
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Fast. Green. Cheap.
BEER Tokens is a new way to pay, save, spend, shop.
Whether paying for drinks with BEER, a meal with BEER,
tipping venues and staff with BEER, saving BEER as an
investment, sending BEER to family and friends to help,
BEER Token will reshape the way people and business send,
spend, save, earn and lend money in the future.
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BEER Mission
Our mission is to lead the crypto change and drive real
world adoption, usage, and velocity of Stellar, starting with
BEER Token at a retail level, connecting people, friends,
family, beer brands, beer drinkers, breweries, bars, clubs,
pubs, restaurants and retailers nationwide to worldwide.
Our strategy is 4 parts;
•

Education

•

Adoption

•

Usage

•

Velocity

We will execute through our website, tech platform, social
media channels, and a range of airdrops, giveaways,
promotions and partnerships.
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BEER Vision
Reshape the way people and business pay and value food,
beverage, leisure, gaming and entertainment in the future;
People using BEER Tokens to pay for beer, alcohol, drinks,
meals, shopping, events, gigs, sports bets, shout mates’
virtual beers, send money, tip servers, tip venues,
crowdfunding, loyalty programs, staking, rewards for
spending, sending, using to saving BEER Tokens.
•

Lead industry education and adoption of digital
currencies in a fun and familiar way.

•

Increase crypto adoption & usage through spending,
sending, saving, forms and motivating consumers to use
digital currencies

•

Increase payments velocity by partnering with the
industry to drive purchase occasion, consumption
frequency, and category growth

•

Be the first-choice digital crypto partner for the
beverage brand owners and licensed businesses.
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BEER Market Stats
First Trade
17th May 2021
Market Cap
$2.9M USD
Asset Holders
3438
Stellar Index Rank
#75 out of 18133 assets

Snapshot as of 09/09/2021

BEER MARKETING

BEER Roadmap
•

Airdrops, Giveaways and Promotions

•

Social Promotions

•

Education Portal

•

Business Recovery Program

•

Business Partner Program

•

Business Directory

•

Exchange Listings & Crypto Partnerships

•

Beer Market (NFT’s & Digital Marketplace)

•

Trade Marketing Materials

•

Stellar DRINKS

•

Stellar VEND
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Initial Timing
Dates

Activities

May 2021

BEER Token for Retail issued on Stellar Networks
Social Channels Activated
Telegram Channel Launched

June 2021

Website Launched
Airdrops and Giveaways Started

July 2021

Airdrop to Early Token Holders

August 2021

Official BEER Token Launch

September 2021

BEER Token Extensions for Wholesale
BEER Token Extensions for Supply Chain
Business Recovery / Partner Program Launch

October 2021

Expand Exchange Listings to P2PB2B, Probit, Bibox

December 2021

BEER Market Launch
BEER Directory Launch

April-June 2022

Stellar VEND Integration

Airdrops, Promotions and
Giveaways
We run airdrops, promotions and giveaways to raise
awareness and visibility of Stellar BEER token with new and
existing crypto investors, getting BEER Token into the hands
of beer lovers, friends, family and newcomers into the
crypto space, in a fun and familiar way.
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Social Promotions
We’re tapping into the digital influencers across key social
platforms like Twitter, Telegram and Instagram and getting
BEER Token in front of a crypto savvy audience and tech
connected crowd, and of course BEER lovers too.
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Education Portal
An ongoing part of the project, a content portal featuring
interactive educational content about beer, hospitality
business, Stellar blockchain, wallets, exchanges, tokens, and
financial education mostly aimed at businesses in
developed markets, businesses from emerging markets
and new business startups.
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Business Recovery
Program
Helping Local Businesses Stay Open with BEER.
The Business Recovery Program is a relief program,
designed to keep local bars, pubs, clubs and licensed retail
stores open and busy, making it easy for loyal consumers to
directly support the business in their local economies, and
drive much needed funds back into the communities so we
recover faster, together.
We have developed a range of Point-of-Sale materials for
bars, clubs, pubs, licensed retail businesses, to help
promote connecting with Stellar networks, and make it
seamless and easy as possible.
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Business Partner
Program
Helping Local Businesses Grow with BEER.
Running a hospitality business has never been easy, even
more so today with the economic unpredictability of what
tomorrow brings. BEER Token wants to keep local bars,
clubs, pubs, restaurants and retailers stay open and busy.
The Business Partner Program is about helping hospitality
businesses reach new customers, increase sales and build
awareness with crypto savvy customers by integrating
Stellar crypto payments and staff tips into the business
alongside existing payment methods.
We have developed a range of indoor and outdoor
marketing materials to help onboard partners in a very
easy way so that they can transition and set up and start
accepting crypto payments quickly.
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BEER Directory
Connect. Engage. Trade
The BEER Directory connects customers to new crypto
friendly businesses, flavors, and experiences in the local
community.
A universal showcase and digital archive of breweries, bars,
clubs, pubs and beer brands near you, that accept crypto
tips and payments for food, beverage and entertainment.
Features
•

24x7 Lead Generation

•

Extending reach to new consumers and customers in
the market

•

Reducing labor costs via virtual sales rep

•

Add products, events, jobs, promotions, QR codes, and
much more
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Exchange Listings
As a verified Stellar Asset, BEER Token can be bought, sold,
and traded on the Stellar Network via leading Stellar
exchanges.
We are also negotiating listing BEER onto several other
exchanges that deal with all crypto currencies, getting BEER
Token out to the open market and making it more
accessible to people and business.
Current Stellar Wallets and Exchanges
Lobstr
Scopuly
InterStellar Exchange
StellarPort
StellarTerm
StellarX
Future trading pairs will include BTC, ETH, USD
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BEER Market
Digital Marketplace for the Creators and Collectors.
Many brands and breweries have been established for
100+ years or more and have built up a historic collection
of beer gear and barware – from beer labels, beer taps, pub
signs to tap machines.
The BEER Market will be a digital marketplace for the
creators and collectors featuring beer collectibles,
memorabilia and NFT’s to buy, sell and trade offered by
your favorite breweries and beer brands around the world.
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BEER Marketing

ROLLER CLIP

WINDOW STICKERS / POSTCARDS

Outdoor/ Indoor Banner

BEER Marketing

BEER TOKEN COASTERS

WINDOW STICKER

BEER Marketing

BEER TOKEN POSTERS

BEER Marketing

BEER TOKEN POSTERS

BEER TOKEN FAMILY

BEER Token Family
BEER Tokens are a fun and
familiar way for spending,
shopping, sending, saving
and doing business everyday
with Stellar.
BEER Token can be used
between people and
businesses, and sent
instantly to anyone,
anywhere in the world, in
seconds.
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Token Features
Secure
Stellar Network powers BEER
Token and many others, it’s the
most secure and advanced
blockchain system in the world.

Private
BEER Token is only available
through Stellar wallets and
exchanges, no middleman,
bank, or intermediary is
required, nor is the exchange of
any personal information
necessary.

Exchangeable
As a verified Stellar Asset, BEER
Token is exchangeable with
many Stellar assets in the
network.

Seamless Transfers
BEER Token can be directly
transferred to anyone
anywhere in the world, without
restriction or 3rd party
intervention.

Lightning-Fast
Sending, swapping or trading
BEER Token, and any asset on
the Stellar Network takes only a
few seconds to send or receive
funds across the network.

Lowest Fees
Whether sending $1.00 or
$100M, the average transaction
fee is around 0.00001 XLM, the
maximum is 0.001 XLM per
transaction, regardless of
amount which equates to less
than a penny.
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BEER Token Profile
Asset Code
BEER
Human Friendly Name
Beer Token
Total Supply
5,000,000,000
Home Domain
beer.stellarmint.io
Issuing Account
GBL2VH6MT5QGTNQ7P725U2U6HI4MXEAKDCX3NO7OHAM2B6JNZSXLSHNN
Token Description
BEER Token is a fast, cheap and secure token issued on the Stellar Blockchain
Network, created to help breweries, beer lovers, family and friends around
the world, that is low cost, sustainable and fun.
Conditions of Token
There are a total of 5,000,000,000 BEER TOKENS now and forever. The issuing
account is permanently locked! Do not spend more than you are willing to
invest and remember to Drink Responsibly. CHEERS!

Scan QR Code on Lobstr.co mobile
wallet to accept BEER trustline.

HOP Token Profile
Asset Code
HOP
Human Friendly Name
Hop Token
Total Supply
100,000,000
Home Domain
beer.stellarmint.io
Issuing Account
GCN5Z2LY6WSACUY563ASJPSE3ARFRHCUFKPQFOHTJZWIXGXCPZRPVAON
Token Description
HOP Token is part of the BEER Token Family. HOPS are a vital ingredient to the
beer making process, and different varieties play a pivotal role in creating
different levels of flavour, depth and character to a brew.
Conditions of Token
There are a total of 100,000,000 HOP TOKENS. Do not spend more than you
are willing to invest and remember to Trade Responsibly. CHEERS!

Scan QR Code on Lobstr.co mobile
wallet to accept HOP trustline.

GRAIN Token Profile
Asset Code
GRAIN
Human Friendly Name
Grain Token
Total Supply
100,000,000
Home Domain
beer.stellarmint.io
Issuing Account
GCNYPGVWF3L7I3YE5RWUB2JDU35AII45AKWDTLXAQVL466LJEYENLU65
Token Description
GRAIN Token is part of the BEER Token Family. GRAIN is a vital ingredient to
the beer making process. Grain becomes malt, which becomes BEER.
Conditions of Token
There are a total of 100,000,000 GRAIN TOKENS. Do not spend more than you
are willing to invest and remember to Trade Responsibly. CHEERS!

Scan QR Code on Lobstr.co mobile
wallet to accept GRAIN trustline.

CIDER Token Profile
Asset Code
CIDER
Human Friendly Name
Cider Token
Total Supply
5,000,000,000
Home Domain
beer.stellarmint.io
Issuing Account
GAAKLSBNJNP5Q4XF5XA57AWFY4CC54NPHLB4BIV6LW7WAF52NWDMTIY7
Token Description
CIDER Token is part of the BEER Token Family. Cider Token (CIDER) is made
exclusively for the cider makers and lovers, bringing the community together
through crypto that is grounded by the most secure and advanced blockchain
technology.
Conditions of Token
There are a total of 5,000,000,000 CIDER TOKENS. Do not spend more than
you are willing to invest and remember to Trade Responsibly. CHEERS!

Scan QR Code on Lobstr.co mobile
wallet to accept GRAIN trustline.

ALE Token Profile
Asset Code
ALE
Human Friendly Name
Ale Token
Total Supply
1,000,000,000
Home Domain
beer.stellarmint.io
Issuing Account
GB63IPXXV2YMKQ7WKLRGDAPUMB6IZ45R3XHZMKBLH6HFEA6WXOK6RI2W
Token Description
ALE Token is part of the BEER Token Family. ALE Token (ALE) is grounded by
the most secure and advanced blockchain technology. Shout your friends a
BEER with ALE Token anywhere, anytime.
Conditions of Token
There are a total of 1,000,000,000 ALE TOKENS. Do not spend more than you
are willing to invest and remember to Trade Responsibly. CHEERS!

Scan QR Code on Lobstr.co mobile
wallet to accept GRAIN trustline.

IPA Token Profile
Asset Code
IPA
Human Friendly Name
IPA Token
Total Supply
1,000,000,000
Home Domain
beer.stellarmint.io
Issuing Account
GD75EDTTEGZI2POGUUSUQJVR4X5N6G76N4NBPQGFICVOUSB2LNJ2W6W3
Token Description
IPA Token is part of the BEER Token Family. IPA Token (IPA) is grounded by the
most secure and advanced blockchain technology. Shout your friends a BEER
with IPA Token anywhere, anytime.
Conditions of Token
There are a total of 1,000,000,000 IPA TOKENS. Do not spend more than you
are willing to invest and remember to Trade Responsibly. CHEERS!

Scan QR Code on Lobstr.co mobile
wallet to accept GRAIN trustline.

LAGER Token Profile
Asset Code
LAGER
Human Friendly Name
LAGER Token
Total Supply
1,000,000,000
Home Domain
beer.stellarmint.io
Issuing Account
GAOO4IP65TPLAH5BJ5MTX5ILMEQGBN7XVVR5RBZVFDRG75YSW7GJP6Z4
Token Description
LAGER Token is part of the BEER Token Family. Lager Token (LAGER) is
grounded by the most secure and advanced blockchain technology. Shout
your friends a BEER with LAGER Token anywhere, anytime.
Conditions of Token
There are a total of 1,000,000,000 LAGER TOKENS. Do not spend more than
you are willing to invest and remember to Trade Responsibly. CHEERS!

Scan QR Code on Lobstr.co mobile
wallet to accept GRAIN trustline.

STOUT Token Profile
Asset Code
STOUT
Human Friendly Name
Stout Token
Total Supply
1,000,000,000
Home Domain
beer.stellarmint.io
Issuing Account
GBT4IAW4C4FJ6UHYW6MNER74G2W3YR5SUKOUVMC5ZBVDLTZ27T5UHIAS
Token Description
STOUT Token is part of the BEER Token Family. Stout Token (STOUT) is
grounded by the most secure and advanced blockchain technology. Shout
your friends a BEER with STOUT Token anywhere, anytime.
Conditions of Token
There are a total of 1,000,000,000 STOUT TOKENS. Do not spend more than
you are willing to invest and remember to Trade Responsibly. CHEERS!

Scan QR Code on Lobstr.co mobile
wallet to accept GRAIN trustline.

TIP Token Profile
Asset Code
TIP
Human Friendly Name
Tip Token
Total Supply
10,000,000,000
Home Domain
beer.stellarmint.io
Issuing Account
GC3GTEQJUVIUKXLBSKNBBONC4YYPFMCDO4B4O3CMYPQU35HKMSKCKKRH
Token Description
TIP Token is part of the BEER Token Family. TIP Token is 100% easier, faster,
cheaper to TIP VENUES, and STAFF for their great service. Send them TIP
TOKEN no matter where they are in the world.
Conditions of Token
There are a total of 10,000,000,000 TIP TOKENS. Do not spend more than you
are willing to invest and remember to Trade Responsibly. CHEERS!

Scan QR Code on Lobstr.co mobile
wallet to accept GRAIN trustline.

NINKASI Token Profile
Asset Code
NINKASI
Human Friendly Name
Ninkasi Token
Total Supply
1,000,000
Home Domain
beer.stellarmint.io
Issuing Account
GBHEINKMRP4U6G2ZK5YS5CLVRYLVEQHEB5Q2PO2E4YWEJJCEEULL72LJ
Token Description
NINKASI is the ancient Sumerian GODDESS of BEER and ALCOHOL. NANKASI is
a rare treasure in the BEER Token family. With NANKASI the BEER GODS will
be with you always and forever.
Conditions of Token
There are only 1,000,000 NANKASI Tokens minted and locked for beerternity.

Scan QR Code on Lobstr.co mobile
wallet to accept GRAIN trustline.

OUR NETWORK

VEND Platform
A Stellar Way to do business.
StellarVEND is the next generation Point of Sale, ordering,
payments and marketing platform for merchants, powered
by Stellar.
An easy digital business solution designed for retail,
hospitality and online businesses.
The StellarVEND platform uses VEND Token, BEER Tokens,
DRINKS Tokens and others, alongside local currencies.
Create menu's, posters, QR codes, credit notes, bookings,
subscriptions, split bills, discounts, reports, rosters, stock
control, you name it, everything you need, connected in
one system.
Website: www.stellarvend.com
Token Domain: vend.stellarmint.io
Token Symbol: VEND
Token Name: Vend Token

StellarDRINKS
Tokens
A Stellar way to pay.
Stellar DRINKS Tokens are a digital currency designed for
people, hotels, restaurants, cafes and bars to distillers,
wineries and distributors.
DRINKS Tokens are a fun and familiar way for spending,
shopping, sending, saving and doing business everyday
with Stellar.
DRINKS Token can be used between people and
businesses, and sent instantly to anyone, anywhere in the
world, in seconds.
Website: www.stellardrinks.io
Token Domain: stellardrinks.stellarmint.io

Cheers!

